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HUNGARY AND THE BRITISH CONSTITUTIONAL CRISIS
In its December 13th issue, the "Budapesti Hirlap", the semi-official organ of the Hungarian Govern
ment, published a leading article with the title "Bri
tannia Aeterna", in which it offered the following
comments on the British constitutional crisis:
"What has just happened in Great Britain has
served to encourage our world of dissensions and of
party hatreds to believe after all that humanity's hope
in the establishment and stabilisation of a better and
more righteous order than that prevailing at present,
will not prove a mere wandering fire.
"This is something of which there is no talk in
Great Britain; a motive not to be found anywhere
either in Mr. Baldwin's speech in the House of
Commons or in the earnest and touching leaders of
the big London dailies: but it is perhaps not beside
the mark for us who are not directly concerned in

this matter to tell the world that the admirable be
haviour shown during the days of crisis of the British
Empire by the British Parliament, the mother of all
legislatures, was an object lesson for all time to all
those who are anxious to build the future of humanity
on the unshakable pillars of right and equity or of
what in political parlance is called constitutionalism,
"And now that the curtain has fallen and that a
new series of workdays has begun, we offer our
homage and appreciation to those who, rising above
human weakness, with dispassionate coolness and un
failing instinct served the interests of their country
and of the greatest of all Empires: and at the same
time let us all send out our human sympathy to the
noble and fragile figure of the king who has ab
dicated, who — as Premier Baldwin said — behaved
like the perfect gentleman he is when taking his final
and unalterable decision."

THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS UNION FOR TERRITORIAL
READJUSTMENT
The League of Nations Union, in its manifesto of
December 15, calls upon public opinion in Britain
and in other countries, to collaborate for strengthening
the League and the principles represented by this
institution.

A part of the manifesto runs as follows:
’’The League of Nations Union is aware that no
system for enforcing peace can succeed so long as the
peace is felt in any quarter to be unjust and no
machinary set up to remedy that injustice.
It believes that the recent speeches of Mr. Eden
show that the Government is aware of the need for
strengthening the League and using it as an instrument
for remedying grievances. It is most urgent that all
British Ministers should show that they have the same
purpose in mind. Consequently the League of Nations
Union calls upon the Government to take steps to put
an end to the present obscurity which enshrouds
foreign policy, and thereby hinders the reconstruction
of the League. It believes that this obscurity is largely
responsible for the drift towards war. It therefore
calls upon the Government: —
1. To state explicitly that this country will carry
out unreservedly its obligations under the Covenant
for the prevention of war and collective resistance to
any aggression.

2. To declare publicly that there is no subject
concerned with international relationship, and no
grievance, which any nation may wish to have dis

cussed or explored that Britain desires to withhold
from the conference table.
3. To cause an invitation to be sent to every
nation, either through the League or in some other
manner, requesting their co-operation in setting up
factfinding commissions, or other suitable machinery,
to receive statements as to all grievances or proposals
relating to such problems as access to raw materials,
the opening of markets for trade, colonial questions,
movements of population, and territorial readjustment.
4. To welcome any co-operation the United States
Government may feel able to offer in the work of
these commissions.
The League of Nations Union believes that such
an offer and such an initiative — precise and explicit
in its terms — would enable a new peace settlement

to be reached in which there will be no inequality of
status between the nations, and which will create a
renewal of confidence between countries now having
conflicting ambitions. It believes that this procedure,
by removing the obscurity which surrounds the foreign
policy of all countries, would lead either to the
strengthening of the League of Nations, with a great
increase in its membership, or to a clear knowledge
as to which nation or nations are unwilling to co 
operate in establishing a regime of law, justice and
fair dealing.
The manifesto is signed by Professor Gilbert
Murray, chairman of the Executive Committee, and
Dr, Maxwall Garnett, secretary.

QUESTION OF HUNGARIAN REVISION BEFORE
PAN-AMERICAN CONFERENCE
The "Tribuna" of 10th December reports that the
Hungarians living in Argentina have submitted a
memorandum to the Secretariate of the Pan-American
Conference setting forth that a great injustice awaited

redress in Europe, — the injustice done to the Hun
garian nation by Trianon. The "Tribuna's" cor
respondent adds that this memorandum to America
may be a little distressing to Europeans, may even
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make them feel a little ashamed; but anyhow it was
good to remind the Americans of these things, for
they were apt to forget so easily the events of the
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past, and when speaking of peace were liable to soar
into the stratosphere and lose sight of what was
taking place on earth,
— y __
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TATARESCU'S UNTENABLE ARGUMENTS AT THE
BUCHAREST ANTI-REVISION DEMONSTRATIONS

The idea of revision is gaining ground daily, and
— as Mussolini's Milan speech and Mr. Eden's recent
statements show — the Governments of some of the
victorious Powers have also adopted it. In these
circumstances it is not surprising that the States of
the Little Entente, fearing the loss of their unnaturally
large war-booty and seeing the time approaching when
the idea of revision is bound to take shape, are doing
their level best at the eleventh hour to prevent its
materialization.
This is the background against which, on the
occasion of the national celebrations in the Rumanian
Parliament on 1st December, the anti-revisionist de
monstrations, in which delegations from the Parlia
ments of the two other Little Entente States and a
French military delagation took part, were staged.
A striking fact deserving special mention that, in
contrast to the original programme, no Transylvanian
spoke at the meeting, and that M. Maniu, Chairman
of the National Peasants’ Party, was conspicuous by
his absence. On the basis of a telegram from Bucha
rest (Sud-Est) the "Journal des Nations“ reports that
there were two reasons for M. Maniu's absence. The
one was that in his opinions it was not fitting that
the Tatarescu Government, which, lending its support
to the Germanophile ultra-nationalists, had marked
out the path of Rumania's new foreign political
orientation, should preside at celebrations of that sort.
The other was that he did not consider that the
Tatarescu Government, which owed its continued
power to the state of siege at present obtaining and

to the censorship of the press, represented public
opinion.
In his speech M. Tatarescu, Rumanian Prime Min
ister, made the following statement concerning the
situation of Rumania's national minorities: — “ If in
our midst we see traces of conquest by force in the
little enclaves inhabited by people of another language
and race, we shall preserve those enclaves, not, how
ever, as they were preserved in the past, by violence
and oppression, but in a spirit of tolerance, indulgence
and justice. These relics of historical injustice must
never be allowed to provide an excuse for restoring
past conditions by force."
This statement of the Premier's, which describes
the minorities in Rumania as living in “ little
enclaves", is contrary to fact and to official Rumanian
statistics; for what we do know of the figures of the
1930 census shows that 5 (27%) of the 18 million in
habitants of Rumania belong to national minorities,
and live, not in scattered enclaves, but in large com
pact areas geographically connected with Hungary.
These blocks are not relics of conquest by force or
of historical injustice, but ancient settlements that
existed before the Rumanians began to filter into their
present country. This fact was established in our last
number in an article by Dr, Lajos Tamas, an eminent
authority on matters Rumanian, and is proved by
many other famous historians.
Another fact is that the Rumanian Government,
instead of being tolerant, indulgent and fair to the
minorities, is extremely intolerant and unjust in its
dealings with th e m .__________ _
— y —

AGAINST W HOM DID GENERAL MITTELHAUSER
PROMISE TO DEFEND RUMANIA ?
The Union-Celebrations arranged at Bucharest on
December 1st were attended also by a military de
legation from France headed by General Mittelhauser.
In a speech at the banquet given in honour of the
French delegation General Mittelhauser declared, ac
cording to a report of the “ Curentul", “ in the name
of the French Staff", that France would — if neces
sary — rush her whole Army to the help of Rumania
to defend her new frontiers against any invader. —
So far as we are concerned, we simply ask: against
whom did General Mittelhauser propose to defend
Rumania? If, by any chance, this declaration was
meant to be a hint to Hungary, it was absolutely un

necessary and ineffective, as Hungary — with her
boundaries open on all sides — would not and could
not possibly think of attacking either Rumania or
any other neighbour State. As for the Hungarian re
vision movement, we have always pointed out that it
aims at the realization of revision by peaceful means.
There is only one country likely to seriously threaten
Rumania in the future, — viz. Soviet Russia. If,
however, General Mittelhauser is ready to defend
Rumania against an attack from this side, too, we
should like to know whether, in his opinion, this in
tention is compatible with the Franco-Soviet alliance?

— y —

UNQUALIFIABLE ATTACK BY A RUMANIAN NEWSPAPER
ON MUSSOLINI AND THE HUNGARIAN NATION
Without any comments we publish the following
passages from an article in the "Turda", a Rumanian
weekly. The article was released by the censor and
bears the censor's stamp. It is a fitting continuation

of the article in the "Glas Romanesc", theratening the
Hungarians with a St. Bartholomew's night, of which
mention was made in our last issue,
“ While the Hungarian revisionist jackals content-
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ed themselves with howling at the moon, the Ruman
ians were content to spit in contempt. But to-day this
concert of mangy curs has been joined by one whom,
until now, we had considered as our brother.
"While the jackals howl, Mussolini increases their
appetite by playing the barrel-organ. Mussolini has be
come a revisionist; but only an oppurtunist revisionist.
Otherwise he would have started his revision at home.
Budapest will strike on the face of Mussolini that
match which is to set Europe on fire and Mussolini
may then kiss with his full force the prominent
posterior which Hungary will then turn towards him.
“ The howling jackals of the plains who turn their
muzzles towards us may know that we shall nevermore
be their serfs, that we shall nevermore populate their
prisons. The worms may draw marrow from their
bones and the spirits may make soap from the rotten
fat of these fools of the plains.
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"God help the Hungarians on that day when the
Rumanians consent to revision; because they will kick
up the frontiers with the points of their boots and
will wipe from the face of the earth that dirt which
a fly blew unto the map of Europe and which vitiates
the air.
“Whe shall sit down in the Royal Palace of
Budapest and stay there.
"The mangy curs of the plain may know the
Rumanians are not intimidated by Mussolini's barrelorgan or by anything else. The Hungarians will get
their land, not for the purpose of ruling over it but
to be buried in it.
“Let the Hungarian packs of the plains know that
the Transylvanian Rumanians will delay the crossing
of the Tisza by one night, by a St. Bartholomew night,
in which they will extirpate every single Hungarian."

OTHER OUTBURST OF VITUPERATION
AND DEMONSTRATIONS
In the second fortnight of November and on 1st
December a whole series of anti-revision demonstrations
were held in Rumania, This was by way of affording
an outlet for the pent up excitement caused by
Mussolini's Milan speech, the visit of the Hungarian
Regent, Admiral Horthy, to Rome and Italy's official
standpoint.
At these demonstrations, besides a series of
historical falsehoods, outbursts of vituperation and
threats were the sole arguments against the justice of
Hungary's demands. To show how paltry the weapons
employed were, we cite a few arguments from the
speeches made by certain Rumanian politicians.
M. Michael Popovici,, former Minister, suggested
to Rumanian public opinion that the frontier zone
should be cleared of all non-Rumanians within a radius
of 50 kilometres. This plan reminds us of the TurcoGreek exchange of minorities treaty. We must protest
with indignation against M. Popovici's statement in
Arad that the Hungarian nation was "a horde of
savages from Asia".
At Arad too M. Julius Maniu, leader of the
National Peasants' Party, who had been urging Ru
mania to mobilize and occupy all the territory up to
the river Tisza, now insisted that the Rumanian front
iers should be strengthened and fortresses built, and
said that Rumania should not wait with folded hands
for the Hungarians to attack. He made this statement
in spite of the fact that Hungary does not wish to
effect any revision by force of arms, only by peaceful
means.

At the meeting held in Brasso, the SecretaryGeneral of the Anti-Revision League, M. Lungulescu,

declared that Italy had again been guilty of the sin
of betraying the Latin races as she had, when they
proclaimed the autonomy of Pindus, betrayed and
abandoned, the Aromuns in Epirus, who were then
treated with "fanatical savageness" by the Greeks.
At the Bucharest meeting of the Anti-Revision
League General Dragu sent the following message to
Rome: — "You are my brother, but if you attempt to
take away one furrow of my land, I shall smash your
head with a hoe."
In addition to these statements there is also the
unprecedented virulence of the attacks on the Hun
garians by the nationalist Rumanian press. Two cases
deserve special mention. The "Tara Noastra", the
official organ of Goga's National Christian Party, ad
vised Rumania to repudiate the Minority Treaty. "The
Hungarians in Rumania will have no land, if the Hun
garian Government continues to strain matters further",
it says and goes on to suggest a whole series of re
prisals ("Keleti Ujsag", November 2). Thus the Ru
manians desire to deprive the Hungarians of the
minimum guaranteed in the Minority Treaty of 9th
December 1919, which is anyhow flouted daily by the
Rumanian Government.
An even greater cause of anxiety is the unheard-of
threat of a mass slaughter of the Hungarians, a "St.
Bartholomew's night". (See the article of “ Turda"
p. 11). Can we wonder that the Hungarians are highly
indignant when the censor allows statements of this
sort to appear in the press? We also condemn with
the greatest indignation a barbarous threat of this
nature,
— y —

DISINTEGRATION OF THE LITTLE ENTENTE
During the Debate on the Address to the Throne
in the Rumanian Parliament two speeches of weighty
moment were heard on the extreme right wing. One
of them, criticizing it with the greatest severity, tore
the last veils of disguise from the Little Entente. The
other suggested the formation of a new Little Entente
in which Czecho-Slovakia's place would be taken by
Hungary. Undoubtedly both are signs of Little Entente
disintergration.
M. Octavian Goga, speaking in the Lower
Chamber, said that inasmuch as the real vocation of

the Little Entente was to ensure the territorial intergity of the States forming it, it served Rumania's
interests, but only politically. Economically no mutual
or common interests were to be discovered, in fact
Rumania's trade balance with Czecho-Slovakia was
so extremely adverse that with a like sacrifice of
16.500.000.000 lei Rumania might have won the much
more effective support of one of the Great Powers.
M. Goga pointed out that Rumania's relation with
France were exactly similar, for France was exploit
ing Rumania economically and financially, and since

Picture on le ft: The Sz^chenyi Memorial on the Lower Danube in an undamaged
condition. It is well-known that the first plan of improving the Lower Danube — if we do
not count the attempts o f the Romans — Is connected with the name of the great Hun
garian statesman, Count Stephen Sz^chenyi, who em ployed an excellent Hungarian engineer,
Paul V£s&rhelyi, to make a plan. The inadequacy of technical equipment at that time neces
sitated leaving the regulation of the waterfalls to a later date. To clear the way for
commercial intercourse, a road was blasted in the high wall of the rock on the left (Hun
garian) bank of the stream, which made communication towards the South-East possible.
This road, unique of its kind, was called the “ Sz^chenyi-tit” (Sz6chenyl-Road). Grateful
posterity erected the Sz^chenyl memorial tablet seen here to the honour of the man whose
work is one of the finest examples of Hungarian cultural achievements on the Danube.

Picture on righ t: The Treaty of Trianon has taken the Lower
Danube away from Hungary. The "Szdchenyi-Road” is now the
property of Rumania, which country is unwilling to respect
the memorials of Hungarian cultural achievements and knocked
down all Hungarian statues many years ago. This picture shows
men erasing the writing on the Sz^chenyi memorial. This was
done last summer at the orders of Col. Radulescu, military
commander of Orsova.
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This picture shows the title page of the Rumanian “ Realitatea llustrata'' (Illustrated Realities) of November 25, 1936, bearing the slogan of Rumanian
anti-revisionist m eetings: "Not a furrow for spoil” . The editor wishes to convince the reader that a great Rumanian crowd was demonstrating against fron
tier revision. But a short examination of this "Roumanian crowd” reveals that every Individual is very British in character and — what is the most striking —
that there are three English policemen at the bottom o f the picture, it would be interesting to know how they came to be present at an anti-revisionist
meeting in Roumania 9

Queen Mary, dressed entirely in biack,
on the balcony of the Home Office with
the Duchess of York and the Duchess
of Gloucester.

King plating his wreath at the base of the C notaph. H<
tame with his brothers, the Duke oi York and the Cuke of K.nl

The

I he Silence outside the

Mansion House. A section of the huge oareheaded crowd remembering the great sacrifice. The big open space near the lank
and Royal Ixchjmgi wai packed. It wte the homage ol the City*

This picture from the “ Daily Mail" (November 12, 1936, page 7) solves the problem of how British policemen came to appear on the title-page of the
Rumanian “Realitatea llustrata” as participators in an anti-revisionist meeting. The policemen and the faces around them are the same on both pictures.
We leave it to our readers to draw their own conclusions as to the standard of this Rumanian paper and the methods of Rumanian propaganda in general.

Minority education in Czecho-Slovakia in pictures.
Hungarian school at Badalo
(Badolov). It was once a granary.
Distribution of nationalities:
1. Hungarians............ 991

2. Czecho slovakians ...

11

3. Jews .......
4. Others ........... .

10
34

... „.

Czech school at Vol6c.
Distribution of nationalities:
1. Ruthenians............... ^ 1482
2. Jews ...................... . ... 302
3. Czecho-Slovakians
115
4. Hungarians ................. 100
5. Others.. ... ... ........
2

Ruthenian school at Strojno
Distribution of nationalities:

1. Ruthenians .... ... .. „ 897
2.
3.
4.
5.

Jews ....................
101
Hungarians .....................
3
Czecho-Slovakians _
0
Others ..........................
6

The above pictures of several school-buildings in Ruthenia and official statistics showing the nationality com ponents of the villages in question clearly
illustrate the niggardly treatment meted out by the Czecho-Slovakian State to minority education. In villages where there is a mere handful of civil servants
of Czech nationality, modern schools are being raised, while in places where the overwhelming majority of the inhabitants are Hungarians or Ruthenians
the Hungarian and Ruthenian children are crowded into insanitary granaries and shaky mud-brick hovels.
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M. Blum had been at the head of affairs there could
be no question of Rumania entertaining even political
sympathies towards France.
The speech of M. Michael Manoilescu, Chairman
of the Rumanian Fascio, was delivered in the Senate.
He suggested the formation of a new Little Entente
v/ithout Czecho-Slovakia, whose place would be taken
by Hungary. It was only recently that M. Manoilescu
returned from Germany, where he had been on a
lecturing tour that afforded him opportunities of
making contacts with leading German circles. His
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suggestion of a new Little Entente is of German
origin.
M. Iamandi, Minister, in his reply, refused to
consider the idea, pointing out that according to M.
Manoilescu's plan the new Little Entente would effect
revision in a way that would not affect Rumania and
Yugoslavia, but would affect Czecho-Slovakia, M.
Iamandi protested against Rumanian politics making
propaganda for a new Little Entente that excluded
Czecho-Slovakia,
—

y —

BASS ARABIAN QUESTION STILL UNSETTLED
M. Ostrovski, Soviet Minister in Bucharest, wrote
an article for the "Zorile” on the occasion of the
celebrations on 1st December. In his opinion the
celebrations served the policy of peace and the in
tegrity of the frontiers.
But it would seem that the “ Curentul" was not
impressed by the flattery of the Soviet Minister.
Replying to his article, that newspaper asked the
Soviet to recognize Bessarabia's incorporation in
Rumania. The matter was also discussed in Parliament.
M. Pamfil Seicaru, M. P. editor of the “ Curentul",
submitted proofs to Parliament that Soviet circles still
considered it an unsettled question to which country
Bessarabia belonged. A magazine published in Russia
called "Krasna La Basarabia" contained the same map
as was published in the geography issued by the Re
public of Soviets (“Nouvelle Geographie de l'U. R.

R. S.), which book was written by M. Nicolas Mihai
lov, lecturer at the “ Stalin Technical Institute". On
that map Bessarabia appeared as a debated territory.
The “ Journal de Moscou" also supported that stand
point, According to M. Seicaru, that attitude was
particularly noteworthy because everything in Russia
was controlled by the State.
“ It is therefore very necessary" — said M. Sei
caru with emphasis —
"to settle the question of the
eastern frontier. If we
all agree that frontiers must
not be violated, we must remember that there are
frontiers to the West,
the East and the South. We
must also remember how concerned Russia was about
Transylvania when we were neutral and how much
she spoke about our surrendering Bessarabia. We
cannot accept these tactics today."
—

y —

“ THE TIM E S" ON RUMANIAN CORRUPTION
The Balkan correspondent of the Times reporting
on Rumania's foreign and home policy, gives the
following edifying picture of corruption prevailing
there:
''The lean times cause a general outcry against
corruption in the public services, a thing not neces
sarily more prevalent in Rumania than elsewhere, but
perhaps more openly discussed. Whether corrupt
practices lead to general impoverishment is debatable.
The average Rumanian is probably better off than the
average man in other Balkan lands, and the country
is so rich that in good times there is enough for all
— even the greedy. Some theorists have maintained
that corrupt practices may expedite public works
which an incorruptible but inert bureaucracy would
long postpone. But in bad times the feeling that cor
ruption prevails embitters the public at large.

Official corruption.
In peasant countries the peasant's ambition is to
educate his son, and the son's ambition is not to be
a peasant. The emoluments of public service are small
— from L 50 to L 700 at the extremes — but chances
of enrichment are many. This may be partly a heritage
of Turkish misrule. Angry critics in the outer wilder
ness often admit that, given the chance, they would do
likewise. Nevertheless, public opinion seems to be
forming against such practices, and although a police
order once successfully obliged motorists to fit their
cars with obsolete bulb horns of which a certain
merchant had a large stock, a subsequent attempt to
make them fit a type of direction indicator also ob
tainable only from one firm led to an outcry and the
retirement of a high official. True, he eventually ob
tained another important post," (4th December 1936.)
— y —

IRON GUARD DEMANDS TITULESCU’S DEATH
A few days after Mussolini's Milan speech, Zelea
Codreanu, leader of the extreme right faction, the
“ Totul pentru Tara" (Everything for the Country), as
the “ Iron Guard" is now called, officially sent in
memorandums to the King, the Prime Minister and
the press. In these memorandums it was stated that
the men managing the affairs of the country were
responsible with their lives for their mistakes in
internal or foreign politics. Above all Titulescu, be
cause he had taken service under Moscow and the

Free Masons. The memorandums demand that he shall
be brought to book and made to pay with his life for
his misdeeds. They further state that in the event of
Rumania becoming involved in a war with Germany
or Italy the Iron Guards would rather commit suicide
en masse than fight against these two nationalist
States.
There was not a whisper in the press about the
Iron Guards' memorandum, except when the “ Curentul" published the speech of the patron of extreme
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movements, M. Vaida-Voivod, in which he commented
on their ultimatum as follows:
“Allow me, as a man who always wished the
Iron Guards well, who was, in fact, the father of the
movement, to say with deep regret that their re
solution, which threatens the leading men of the
country and encourages a whole generation to commit
suicide, betrays a trend of thought I least expected
from those who issued the memorandum. How can
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men who profess to be the leaders of the new genera
tion speak like that? How can anybody speak of mass
suicide whose one aim should be to fight to the death,
if need be, in the struggle for new and great things?
And I cannot pass in silence over the cowardice of
the leading statement who allow themselves to be
called to account in public in this way."

— y —

ANNIVERSARY OF NEUILLY
The close of November saw the seventeenth anni
versary of the signature of the Treaty of Neuilly. As
in former years, all the social organizations in Bul
garia wished by demonstrations to give expression to
the widespread feelings of sorrow under which the
people of Bulgaria must labour until the rest of the
Balkan nations are brought to realize that the peace
of the Balkans can have no sure foundation, unless
the injustices done to Bulgaria are righted by peace
ful means. The Bulgarian Government, anxious lest
the neighbouring countries should misunderstand the
demonstrations, stopped them by force. Many a zea
lous patriot suffered under this measure, which did
not contribute to the popularity of the Government.
And unfortunately, as usual, the exaggerated tactful
ness of the Government found no echo among Bul
garia's neighbours. Not one State of the Balkan Bloc

H O W

has given any evidence of a willingness to adopt a
change of attitude towards Bulgaria; on the contrary,
by making a bugbear of revision they merely in
crease the antipathy felt for a vanquished neighbour.
The recent events in Rumania are the best proof of
this. In these circumstances we are justified in asking
whether the strifling of national feeling in Bulgaria
is not calculated to increase the danger of Bolshevism,
which grows the faster the more the little nations
bicker and the longer the time takes to come when
an effort will be made to secure real peace by elimi
nating the present injustices. Bulgaria is doing what
she can to create an atmosphere of peace in her
relations not only with her neighbours, but also with
every nation. This is one of the corner stones of
Bulgaria's foreign politics.

— y —

M I N O R I T I E S

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
STATE OF HUNGARIAN EDUCATION
During the Debate on the Budget in the Czecho
slovak Parliament, Count John Esterhazy, Chairman
of the Hungarian Party, amongst other things said:
"W e are utterly ruined in Slovakia and Ruthenia,"
The Hungarians could not be satisfied, for they did
not enjoy the minority rights guaranteed in the Peace
Treaties and the Constitution. There were no Hun
garian elementary schools in villages purely Hun
garian. At Macsola, a village of that kind, a Czech
school had been established for the sake of the fa
milies of a few Czech customs officers and gendarmes.
The Hungarian school at Ipolyker was closed in 1935,
The parish council of Machaza had asked for the in
troduction of teaching in Hungarian for 48 Hungarian
children; and 58 parents in Sirak, had filed a similar
petition; but in vain. In Aknaszlatina the children
were being taught in a two-roomed outhouse, because
the school itself was in such a condition that it would
be dangerous to use it, and the W oods and Forests
Office which supported it refused to erect a new
building. The few Czech pupils had one of the two
class-rooms all to themselves, while in the other 470
Hungarian children had their lessons, alternately with
the Ruthenian pupils. In the village of Palyi about 100
parents had asked in vain that Hungarian should be
taught in the school. There was no Hungarian school
in Nagyborsa, Csecse or Makranc. In 1936 a Roman
Catholic Hungarian school had been established in
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Gyertyanliget, but the school-inspector of Raho had
ordered the principal of the Ruthenian school to
report any parents who dared to send their children
to the Hungarian school. The people of Totmegyer
had long before begged for a Hungarian school for
the 123 Hungarian children of the place, but their
request had not been granted. In July, for the sixth
time, the Ministry of the Interior rejected the peti
tion requesting the restoration of secondary education
in Hungarian at Munkacs, and did so although M.
Derer and even President Benes had promised that it
would be granted. The town of Ungvar sent in two
petitions in 1936 for a Hungarian grammar school, but
without any result. The pretext was that there was
no money available, but the Ministry had contributed
two million crowns towards the erection of a Czech
grammar school,
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PRAGUE PROPOSES TO CAJOLE
RUTHENIA AND THE RUTHENIANS
BY GRANTING M OCK AUTONOMY
As we have repeatedly informed our readers, the
Czecho-Slovak Republic has so far not fulfilled a
single letter of the obligations undertaken under
Chapter II. of the Saint Germain Minority Treaty
respecting the autonomy of Ruthenia,
Under the said Treaty Czecho-Slovakia is required
to endow Ruthenia with the most far-reaching
autonomy compatible with the unity of the State

